List of Recommended Databases

The academic databases that you may access through MDC’s library with your MDID number allow you to search millions of subscription-based periodicals electronically. Many of these periodicals are professional, academic, scholarly articles written for peer-reviewed or refereed journals. The databases listed below allow you to limit your search to these kinds of academic journals and to save or print full-text articles. Databases marked with a star * are multidisciplinary (not specific to one field). Read pages 17-46 in Hands-On Research for a full understanding of researching at MDC; then refer to this list.

**EBSCOHost Databases**
- Academic Search Complete
- Business Source Complete
- CINAHL Plus Full Text (Nursing and Allied Health)
- Education Research Complete
- ERIC (Education)
- GreenFILE (Environment)
- Health and Nursing
- Health Source – Consumer Edition
- Health Source: Nursing/Academic Edition
- History Reference Center
- MAS Ultra School Edition
- Military and Government Collection
- Primary Search
- Regional Business News
- Teacher Reference Center

**Gale Databases**
- Academic OneFile
- Computer Database
- Expanded Academic ASAP
- General BusinessFile ASAP
- General OneFile
- General Reference Center Gold
- Health Reference Center Academic
- InfoTrac Professional Collection
- Literature Resources from Gale

**Proquest Databases**
- Criminal Justice Periodicals Index
- Nursing and Allied Health Source

**Wilson Databases**
- Applied Science and Technology Full Text
- Art Full Text
- Biological and Agricultural Index Plus
- Business Full Text
- Education Full Text
- General Science Full Text
- Humanities Full Text
- Legal Periodicals and Books
- Library Literature and Information Science Full Text
- OmniFile Full Text Mega
- Science Complete
- Social Sciences Full Text

**Other Databases**
- JSTOR (does not have “peer-reviewed” button, but all of the articles here are from scholarly journals)